**NOTES OF FRESH BREAD, COFFEE, CARAMEL & COCOA ON THE PALATE.**

**ETON RIFLES**
A creamy, medium-bodied English porter that unfurls roast + dark & dry / ABV 5.4% / Temp 50F / Nonic Pint / 16 oz.

**EXTRA SPECIAL BITTER**
A classic British-style ESB brewed with Maris Otter & Crystal Malts, Malt + Fruit & Toffee / ABV 5.3% / Temp 50F / Nonic Pint / 16 oz.

**EXTRA SPECIAL BITTER**
A creamy, medium-bodied English porter that unfurls roast + dark & dry / ABV 5.4% / Temp 50F / Nonic Pint / 16 oz.

**FURIOUS I P A**
This hugely aromatic dipa is double dry-hopped with Galaxy & El Dorado for intense tropical fruit notes accompanied by hints of cocoa + noble hop-driven notes of herbs, flowers & spice. In droves it has been tradegaged for 4 weeks & 15 naturally carbonated. Brewed in collaboration with our friends at greatraft brewing (Ia) & perennial artisan ales (Ia).

**FULL FATHOM FIVE**
A double IPA teeming with aromatic hop intensity, brewed exclusively with galax + citra atia & hop / ABV 8% / Temp 50F / Nonic Pint / 16 oz.

**FROM THE COMPANY**
- A classic British-style ESB brewed with Maris Otter & Crystal Malts, Malt + Fruit & Toffee / ABV 5.3% / Temp 50F / Nonic Pint / 16 oz.

**FULL FATHOM FIVE**
This must be the place is soft & creamy on the palate & bursting with roast + soft & silky / ABV 7.5% / Snifter / 12 oz. a rich, silky stout brewed with milk sugar & finished with vanilla & massave elements of toffee coffee beans roasted locally by vigilante coffee (Haytsville, Md).

**GALAXY DRY-HOPPED BLOND ALE**
A blend of barley-aged mixed-fermentation saison with spontaneously fermented ale aged two years in oak barrels, the blend was then matured on three pounds/ gallon fresh, locally-grown blueberries (northern neck, Va).

**GOLDFINCH**
- A creamy, medium-bodied English porter that unfurls roast + dark & dry / ABV 5.4% / Temp 50F / Nonic Pint / 16 oz.

**GOOD AGONY**
A traditional English-style Mild Ale brewed with Maris Otter floor-malted at a rate of 4.5 pounds/ barrel. Bright & juicy on the palate, the nose offers a fruit-forward array of tangerine, citrus, peach & lychee fruit as well as underlying notes of grape & earth.

**GOOD DAY**
- A blend of barley-aged mixed-fermentation saison with spontaneously fermented ale aged two years in oak barrels, the blend was then matured on three pounds/ gallon fresh, locally-grown blueberries (northern neck, Va).

**GOOD TIMES**
A creamy, medium-bodied English porter that unfurls roast + dark & dry / ABV 5.4% / Temp 50F / Nonic Pint / 16 oz. a rich, silky stout brewed with milk sugar & finished with vanilla & massave elements of toffee coffee beans roasted locally by vigilante coffee (Haytsville, Md).

**GOOD WORD BREWING & FUGGLES**
- A dry finish + notes of bread, cocoa & fruit. The balance was then matured on four pounds/ barrel.

**GOODWINE**
- A creamy, medium-bodied English porter that unfurls roast + dark & dry / ABV 5.4% / Temp 50F / Nonic Pint / 16 oz. a rich, silky stout brewed with milk sugar & finished with vanilla & massave elements of toffee coffee beans roasted locally by vigilante coffee (Haytsville, Md).

**GREAT RACE**
A creamy, medium-bodied English porter that unfurls roast + dark & dry / ABV 5.4% / Temp 50F / Nonic Pint / 16 oz. a rich, silky stout brewed with milk sugar & finished with vanilla & massave elements of toffee coffee beans roasted locally by vigilante coffee (Haytsville, Md).

**GRAND MASTIFF**
A creamy, medium-bodied English porter that unfurls roast + dark & dry / ABV 5.4% / Temp 50F / Nonic Pint / 16 oz. a rich, silky stout brewed with milk sugar & finished with vanilla & massave elements of toffee coffee beans roasted locally by vigilante coffee (Haytsville, Md).

**HARRY POTTER**
A creamy, medium-bodied English porter that unfurls roast + dark & dry / ABV 5.4% / Temp 50F / Nonic Pint / 16 oz. a rich, silky stout brewed with milk sugar & finished with vanilla & massave elements of toffee coffee beans roasted locally by vigilante coffee (Haytsville, Md).

**HELES LAGER**
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